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Abstract
In this thesis, I studied the effectiveness of a method for measuring the charged multi-
plicity of proton-proton collisions in the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment
at LHC energies (yfs = 14 TeV). This technique involves counting reconstructed hits
in the innermost layer of the pixel tracker. By using the relationship between pseu-
dorapidity and deposited charge of the hits, we can distinguish between signal and
background. We calculate a transformation function as the division of the average
Monte Carlo track distribution by the average reconstructed hit distribution. By ap-
plying this transformation to the reconstructed hit distributions on an event-by-event
basis, we can collect information about minimum bias events. This method gives us
access to low PT particles which cannot be reconstructed in charged multiplicity meth-
ods using tracklets. A description of the method is given, followed by preliminary
results: reconstructed Neh distributions for I|j < 0.5 and 1771 < 2.0 and the dNeh/d7
distribution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Particle Accelerators
In physics, it has been well-known for over a century that in order to peek inside the
fundamental constituents of matter, one must hit them together. These techniques
were most famously employed near the turn of the 20th century by the "father of
nuclear physics," Ernest Rutherford. At the time, very little was known about the
internal structure of the atom, but the most promising theory appeared to be J.
J. Thompson's "plum-pudding" model. Hoping to confirm Thompson's hypothesis,
Rutherford directed two of his graduate students, Geiger and Marsden, to point a
beam of alpha particles at a thin sheet of gold foil. Thompson's model predicted
that traversing the gold foil would only induce small deviations in the alpha particles'
paths. To their surprise, 1 out of 8000 particles were scattered through large angles.
Bohr and Rutherford subsequently forwarded their theory of the atomic nucleus, and
the rest is history. Particle accelerators had proved their worth.
Rutherford's "accelerator" was simply a small quantity of pressurized radium bro-
mide gas (RaBr 2). Radium 226 decays into radon 222 by emitting an alpha particle
with 4.87 MeV of kinetic energy. With a metallic barrel, one can create a collimated
beam of alpha particles. [1] Physicists has since developed more sophisticated tools
to push particles to higher and higher kinetic energies, many orders of magnitude
greater than those generated in atomic decays.
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Figure 1-1: "Livingston plot" of vs for various pp and pp accelerators (in blue) and
Vs7N for heavy-ion colliders (gray). One can see a gap in the pp plot where the SSC
was cancelled in 1993.[2, 3]
One of the earliest successful man-made accelerator designs was Ernest Lawrence's
cyclotron. A cyclotron is a spiral-shaped apparatus in which particles are boosted
by an alternating electric field and bent by a constant magnetic field. The cyclotron
is more compact than a linear accelerator and yet capable of accelerating particles
to energies upwards of a few hundred MeV. Unfortunately, the magnetic field tuning
heavily relies on the particles circling the apparatus with constant period. As the
particles approach relativistic energies, this relationship breaks down.
Most modern accelerators are based on a constant-radius design which first emerged
in the 1940s, the synchrotron. These torus-shaped devices have many precisely tuned
electromagnet cavities in which charged particles are either boosted forward or bent
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along the beam path. The maximum energies attainable by these types of accelerators
are only limited by the magnitude of their curvature and the strength of their bend-
ing magnets. Although there have been many successful modern linear accelerators,
recent pioneers in the "energy frontier" of particle physics - the Tevatron and the
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) - were both synchrotrons. In 2007, the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) will begin colliding protons at ,/s = 14 TeV center-of-mass
energy, making it the fastest particle collider in history. Although the structure of
the atom is now well-understood, even today, physicists can use techniques developed
over a century ago to study the fundamental constituents of matter.
1.2 Charged Particle Production in Hadron Colli-
sions
When Geiger and Marsden accelerated alpha particles at gold atoms, they simply
interacted electromagnetically and scattered. However, in Hideki Yukawa's Nobel-
Prize winning work on the strong interaction in 1935, he predicted that other, new
particles would be produced in hadron collisions at higher energies. Specifically, he
predicted that once the collision energies reached - 100 MeV, a new particle with
a rest mass of approximately 100 MeV would be produced. [4] This was confirmed
through cosmic ray experiments with the discovery of the charged pion (rest mass
of 139.6 MeV) by Lattes, Occhialini, and Powell in 1947. [5, 6] Natural particle
accelerators beat man-made designs to the first meson discovery!
1.2.1 Fermi-Landau Statistical Hydrodynamical Model
Enrico Fermi attempted to flesh out the first quantitative model of pion production
in hadron collisions in 1950. Unfortunately, the standard perturbative methods of
quantum mechanics are inapplicable in these types of calculations - higher approxi-
mations diverge. As a result, Fermi was forced to develop a completely new statistical
framework. [7] He predicted that at high energies, there would be enough states and
pathways in the collision volume to justify a statistical approximation in which the
high energy densities quickly disperse among the present degrees of freedom. As
such, Fermi's model doesn't require a deep understanding of the strong force. Since
these interactions take place on time-scales on the order of the strong force but faster
than the electromagnetic force, only strong-mediated transitions have enough time
to reach statistical equilibrium. By restricting the resulting states to those consis-
tent with charge and spin conservation, Fermi derived a simple model for predicting
charged pion production in hadron collisions. Fermi's model was in rough agreement
with experimental results on pion production at Berkeley's synchrotron1 .
Lev Landau made critical adjustments to the theory in 1953, which evolved into
the statistical hydrodynamic theory. [8, 9] Fermi assumed that the number of particles
generated in an interaction depended on the number of particles immediately after the
collision. However, Landau realized that in a system of strongly-interacting quarks,
the "number of particles" was meaningless. Instead, he treated the system as a rel-
ativistic hydrodynamical expansion, implying that the number of particles produced
depended on the number of particles present immediately before the hadronization
stage of the interaction. He derives a formula for the angular distribution of parti-
cles, dN/dQ, to be
_I1 E )2 910 dQdN -exp [ lIn M - In2 tan (1.1)
2 2Mc2 2 sin 2 0
A good approximation is given in terms of pseudorapidity2, - -In (tan (0/2)),
dN ~ exp -72/ In 2 d7. (1.2)2Mc2I
The Fermi-Landau statistical hydrodynamical model has found much success in
predicting charged particle distributions (often called the charged multiplicity) for
1In Fermi's conclusions, he noted that although charged pions were the only experimentally
confirmed mesons, new, heavier particles could easily be implemented into his model. However, he
also realized that pion production would dominate other particle production, something which is
true even in modern accelerators.
2In his original papers on charged particle distributions, Landau does not refer to this as pseu-
dorapidity! He simply defines it to clean up the complex relations in 0.
hadron colliders. [10-12] Although the theory has matured considerably, the Fermi-
Landau statistical hydrodynamical model still forms the bedrock for many multiplicity
predictions.
1.2.2 Lund String Fragmentation Model
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Figure 1-2: a) Schematic of string fragmentation in a pp interaction, such as what will
be observed in the LHC. b) Expected dN/dy distribution for charged pions arising
from two fragmenting strings, where y is the rapidity of the particle (which is well
approximated by the pseudorapidity, 17). The discrepancy in the ISR data for the
/ = 19.8 GeV graph arises from approximations taken in the model. From Ref. [13].
As our understanding of the strong force matured, the Lund string fragmentation
model emerged as another good hadron production model. Unlike the statistical
treatment of Fermi and Landau, in this model, we break down the interaction into
constituent probabilistic sections based on QCD processes. Hadron production takes
place in two distinct steps. The first step is the liberation of the valance quarks
from the colliding hadrons into two systems, as illustrated in Fig. 1-2a. The strong
force grows as the quarks separate, such that it becomes energetically favorable to
produce more particles which hadronize into jets of mesons and baryons (the strings
of the string fragmentation model, in no way related to string theory). The two
fragmenting strings also explain the nature of charged particle densities intuitively as
the superposition of distributions for the two fragmenting chains, pictured in Fig. 1-
2b. [13-17]
1.3 Charged Multiplicity Measurement, Minimum
Bias (MB) Events
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Figure 1-3: Charged particle pseudorapidity distributions in pp collisions for 53 GeV
< s < 1800 GeV. Additional non single-diffractive measurements are available from
CDF at the Tevatron. [18]
The average number of particles generated in an interaction, the charged multi-
plicity Nch, is often the first and most important way of characterizing a new particle
accelerator. In fact, this measurement is often used to finely tune simulations to make
more complicated measurements that require greater precision in the Monte Carlo.
Also important is the pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles dNh/dr~l, as
described in the previous section.
The charged multiplicity is a fundamental part of any model describing hadronic
collisions. It is one of the easiest observerables to measure and can be employed to
quickly "separate the wheat from the chaff" in the world of hadronic collision models.
Although these models typically employ free parameters (to be measured experimen-
tally), their x/s dependence over many orders of magnitude is well-described. The
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Figure 1-4: Average multiplicity as a function of Fs for pp and pp collisions. The
indicated errors are statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. Data files
can be found at http://home.cern.ch/b/biebel/www/RPPO6. [18]
Lund string fragmentation model and the hydrodynamical model both predict that
dNeh/d77|,=o oc ln s. Previous experimental results [19-22], as plotted in Fig. 1-
3 and Fig. 1-4, have shown that this relationship holds until at least V -= 1.8
TeV. However, experimenters at CDF and UA5 demonstrated that a far better fit
(x2 = 8.95 -+ X2 = 0.72) can be achieved by assuming a quadratic dependence on
In s,
(0.023 ± 0.008) In2 s - (0.25 ± 0.19) In s + (2.5 ± 1.0). (1.3)
It is extremely important to define Nrh and dNhl/dy?7 precisely. When averaging
over "all" events, which events count and which don't? The events we are interested in
are referred to as minimum bias - those which are selected with the least restrictive
detector requirements. The minimum bias cross-section is a combination of many
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subprocesses: 1) elastic scattering, 2) single diffraction, 3) double diffraction, and
4) hard core scattering. This is typically written in a short hand notation, atot =
UEL + O-SD + UDD + UHC. [23]
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Figure 1-5: dN/dr distribution for different PYTHIA parameters at VI = 14 TeV
using the "DWT Tune", as described in A.2. All processes includes all the processes
described in Tab. A.1; no single diffraction lacks MSUB(92) and MSUB(93); no diffrac-
tion lacks MSUB(92), MSUB(93), and MSUB(94); and no minimum bias processes also
lacks MSUB(95).
Obviously, the definition of minimum bias depends on the geometric coverage of
the detector! Some of these processes are more difficult to detect than others. For
example, it is difficult to distinguish soft pp interactions (in which very little of the
energy is converted to new particles) from statistical fluctuations in the detector and
background. In Fig. 1-3, dNeh/dr is specified for inclusive (atot) as well as without
single diffractive events (Utot - USD). Minimum bias triggering issues are very complex
and the subject of intense scrutiny. Much effort goes into designing a trigger which
can effectively select for events while excluding statistical fluctuations in the detector.
This is described in depth for this experiment in Sec. 3.5.
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Figure 1-6: Neh distribution for different PYTHIA parameters. Differences between
distributions are described in the caption for Fig. 1-5. In order for an event to be
accepted in this study, it must have a reconstructed vertex (as described in Sec. 3.4).
By comparing the distributions, one can distinguish the single-diffractive and double-
diffractive peaks at Neh ; 4 and Neh f 15 respectively. The four distributions are all
normalized to unity.
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Figure 1-7: Expected particle pseudorapidity distributions at LHC energies of v =
14 TeV, using the DWT tune as specified in the appendix A.2. Distribution of all
non-decayed particles and charged particles directly from PYTHIA for a) all particles
and b) hadrons.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Setup
2.1 Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) heralds a new era of high-energy physics on the
TeV scale. First approved by the CERN Council in December 1994 (quite rapidly
after the cancellation of the Superconducting Super Collider, SSC, in 1993), the LHC
is a major step for hadron colliders in terms of available energy for particle production
as well as luminosity. At its design energy, it will collide protons together at Vs = 14
TeV center-of-mass energy, or approximately 2 1J. This macroscopic energy, approx-
imately that of a paper clip moving at 0.2 mph, is confined to the subatomic volume
of a single, highly Lorentz-contracted proton. Even more impressive is the total en-
ergy contained in both beams, 630 MJ. This is comparable to around 1600 angry
elephants charging across the African savannah at full speed! These unprecedented
energies allow physicists to probe the fundamental building blocks of matter, and,
most likely, produce new particles that have never before been observed by mankind.
The LHC's primary physics mission is to search for evidence of the Higgs particle.
It is believed that the Higgs mechanism is responsible for giving matter its mass,
and its discovery would be a revolutionary step in post-Standard Model physics. The
LHC is also being used to probe a multitude of other physics problems. These include
searching for supersymmetric (SUSY) partners, probing CP violation, searching. for
evidence of extra dimensions, examining the nature of dark matter, and studying
asymmetries in the strengths of the four fundamental forces.
The LHC will also be capable of accelerating heavy-ions such as lead to center-of-
mass energies of sNN = 5.5 TeV (energy per nucleon pair). The conditions at the
center of a heavy-ion collision are so extreme that they could lead to the formation of
a new phase of matter, the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), in which quarks and gluons
become deconfined. Between 10-12 and 10-6 seconds after the big bang, the universe
was pervaded by free quarks - temperature were too high for them to hadronize into
mesons and baryons. Thus, by colliding heavy-ions, physicists can study properties of
the early universe. In 2005, researchers at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC)
that they had observational evidence of such a phase transition. [24, 25, 25, 26]
Nuclear physicists hope to continue to study the QGP at the LHC.
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Figure 2-1: Layout of the LHC tunnel.
The LHC itself is a 26.7 km circumference synchrotron located underground (in
the old Large Electron-Positron Collider, LEP, accelerator tunnel) at a depth varying
between 50 to 150 meters. It has 1232 main bends where the primary dipole cold-
masses are located, which each generate a field of 8.33 T to bend the 7 TeV beams.
The LHC has four beam crossings (interaction points) where the experiments are
located. Two of the experiments are large-scale, general detectors, A Toroidal LHC
ApparatuS (ATLAS) and the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS), located at CERN's
Meyrin site (point 0) and in Cessy, France (point 5) respectively. There are also four
smaller, specialized experiments: LHCb, ALICE, TOTEM, and LHCf.
The LHC facility makes use of CERN's famous accelerator facilities to boost
the proton beams up to their collision energy of 7 TeV. Protons begin in a linear
accelerator, the Linac2, which feeds 50 MeV protons into the Proton Synchrotron
Booster (PSB). This injects 1.4 GeV protons into the Proton Synchrotron (PS), which
in turn, deposits 26 GeV protons into the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). Finally,
the SPS accelerates the protons to 450 GeV. The beam is then split in half and
injected into the LHC which boosts it to its final energy of 7 TeV.
The present expectation is that the first beams will run at reduced luminosity
(£ - 1029 cm-2s - 1) and reduced energy (450 GeV per beam) in December, 2007.
In January, they will begin a pilot physics run at 7 TeV per beam, while gradually
ramping up the luminosity to the design luminosity of L = 1034 cm-2s - 1. At the
highest luminosities, there will be 2808 proton bunches per beam separated by ap-
proximately 30 ns, yielding an average of 19 interactions per bunch crossing. With
the estimated run turnaround times for the beam, they expect to obtain a maximum
total luminosity per year between 80 fb- 1 and 120 fb- 1. [27, 28]
2.2 Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a general particle detector located at the
point 5 interaction point on the LHC. Its detection systems consist of a particle
tracker, hadronic and electromagnetic calorimetry, and muon chambers. The tracker
and calorimetry are compact enough to fit inside the world's largest and strongest
superconducting solenoid, which generates a uniform 4 T field over a volume of ap-
proximately 367 mn3 . The detector stands 16 meters tall, measures 21.5 m long, and
weighs 12500 T.
The CMS Detector was designed using SM Higgs detection as a benchmark. In
particular, the requirements of the detector included: 1) good muon detection, 2)
high charged particle momentum resolution in the pixel tracker, 3) excellent electro-
magnetic energy resolution, and 4) good ETs' and dijet mass resolution.
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Figure 2-2: Exploded schematic of the CMS detector apparatus.
The tracker is unique in that it is completely based on silicon technology. It
covers the rapidity range ITiI < 2.5, and is detailed in Sec. 2.3. The electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL) is comprised of approximately 83000 scintillating lead tungstate
(PbWO4 ) crystals, covering 1j < 1.479 in the barrel and 1.479 < qj < 3.0 in
the endcaps. Each crystal covers approximately 1' (0.0174) in AO and Aq. The
hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is designed to maximize the interaction material inside
the magnet. As such, brass serves as the absorber material due to its short interaction
length, machinability, and non-magnetic properties. The active medium is a thin layer
of plastic scintillator tiles that read out embedded wavelength-shifting (WLS) fibres.
The HCAL consists of several components, including the barrel (HB), outer (HO),
endcap (HE), and foward (HF) detectors which offer wide coverage of 1 < 5.0. The
muon system uses a combination of drift tube chambers, cathode strip chambers, and
forward resistive plate chambers to achieve coverage up to 1qj < 2.1. In the muon
barrel (MB) detector, muon vectors can be measured with 4 resolution of 100 pm in
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Figure 2-3: Slice of the CMS detector showing the four principle detector components
and the solenoid.
position and 1 mrad in direction. In the endcaps (ME), the resolution approaches
200 pm and 10 mrad resolution in ¢. Details of the detector can be found in Fig. 2-2
and Fig. 2-3. [29]
2.3 Silicon Tracker
The silicon tracker system at CMS consists of two components: the innermost pixel
system and the outer layers of strip detectors.
2.3.1 Strip Detectors
The barrel strip system has two sections, the Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB) and the
Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB). The TIB consists of four layers covering Iz| < 65 cm.
The two innermost strip layers are "stereo" modules, weaved in order to give a mea-
surement in both r - ¢ and r - z. This geometry yields a single-point resolution
between 23 - 34 pm in r - ¢ and 23 pm in z. The six layers in the TOB extend the
range to Izj < 110 cm. The stereo system is also employed in the two innermost layers
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Figure 2-4: Schematic of the tracker system, showing coverage in ri of the different
subcomponents. Blue ("double") layers indicate stereo modules with weaved strips.
of the TOB, which gives a single-point resolution of 35 -52 pm in r - ¢and 52 pm
in z. The endcaps consist of two modules as well, the Tracker End Cap (TEC) and
Tracker Inner Disks (TID), which range from 75 cm < iz < 280 cm. Several of the
rings also employ stereo readouts. The strip detector consists of approximately 15400700 1 1 I 2.1
U I .... 2.2
---III I 2-~ Double
modules, which will operate at approximately -20C. A schematic of the detector is
given in Fig. 2-4.600 800 12 1400 1600 18 200 2200 2400 26 28The layout of the CMS inner tracker
Figure 2-4: Schematic of the tracker system, showing coverage in q~ of the different
subcomponents. Blue ("double") layers indicate stereo modules with weaved strips.
of the TOB, which gives a single-point resolution of 35 - 52 jim in r - 4 and 52 ttm
in z. The endcaps consist of two modules as well, the Tracker End Cap (TEC) and
Tracker Inner Disks (TID), which range from 75 cm < jzj < 280 cm. Several of the
rings also employ stereo readouts. The strip detector consists of approximately 15400
modules, which will operate at approximately ~-20'C. A schematic of the detector is
given in Fig. 2-4.
Figure 2-5: Visualization of a) the pixel tracker and b) the full tracker system.
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2.3.2 Pixel Detectors
The innermost pixel tracker consists of 3 barrel layers and 2 endcap disks. The mean
radii of the barrel layers are 4.4 cm, 7.3 cm, and 10.2 cm, and they extend over a
length of 53 cm. The two fan-like end disks are located on either side at Iz| = 34.5
cm and 46.5 cm, with radii from 6 cm to 15 cm. Each silicon wafer (1.62 cm x 6.63
cm) is segmented into 106 x 416 pixels, with area of 100 x 150 pm2 in z - (r - ).
The entire barrel consists of - 32 M pixels. The barrel wafers are joined end-to-end
to form ladder modules, which are then staggered to eliminate gaps in the ¢ coverage
of the detector. The innermost pixel layer consists of 18 ladders, the middle layer 30,
and the outermost layer 42. [29, 30]
The tracker system is scheduled to be delivered with pixels in April 2008, aligned
to < 100 pm.

Chapter 3
Determination of Charged Particle
Multiplicity
3.1 Summary of Methodology
Conventional wisdom dictates that in calculating the charged multiplicity, one should
generate charged particle tracks by connecting hits across multiple detector layers.
This technique was employed in the CDF, P238, and UA5 collaborations in their
charged multiplicity measurements [19-22], and it is the preferred methodology in
most other physics analysis. In the case of CMS, one can match hits between the pixel
layers to create "hit pairs" or require hits in all three pixel layers in full reconstructed
"tracklets". To reduce fake rates, one can additionally require that tracks point back
to the primary vertex, have trajectories that match the shapes of their pixel hits, or
have additional hits in the silicon tracker.
In this paper, we examine an analysis technique which employs only a single
layer of the innermost pixel tracker, as described in Sec. 2.3. This technique was
first suggested for CMS by Chadd Smith in 2003 [30] for use in heavy-ion collisions.
Also, similar techniques have been suggested for use in the ALICE collaboration in
pp minimum bias collisions [31]. It has been successfully applied in the PHOBOS
experiment for pp and HI analysis.
Figures. 3-1 and 3-2 show the relationship between the charged multiplicity and
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Figure 3-1: Correlation between number of primary reconstructed hits and charged
multiplicity in the first layer of the pixel tracker, |r| < 2.0. Primary hits are those
associated with tracks originating from the primary vertex.
the number of primary and background hits in the first layer of the pixel tracker for
1r/ < 2.0. Primary hits are those arising from particles generated at the primary
interaction vertex, while background hits are attributed to particles generated from
interactions with the detector materials, statistical fluctuations, and particles gen-
erated short-lived particle decay (Ks, KL, A). There is a strong linear correlation
between the number of primary particle hits and the charged multiplicity, however,
it is superimposed over the widely distributed relationship between background hits
and multiplicity. By using other information about the hits such as deposited charge
and hit location, we can eliminate some of the background and better isolate the
primary hits for our measurement.
The fundamental goal underlying this analysis is to generate a transformation
function, which consists of a ratio of the average number of charged particle tracks per
r bin divided by the average number of reconstructed hits per r bin. By multiplying
this transformation function by a reconstructed hit distribution event-by-event, we
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Figure 3-2: Correlation between number of background reconstructed hits and
charged multiplicity in the first layer of the pixel tracker, |rH < 2.0. Background
hits include those due to particles liberated from the detector materials, statistical
fluctuations, as well as short-lived particle decays (Ks, KL, and A).
can acquire a good estimator for the charged particle distribution for an interaction.
However, there are many complicating factors which must be taken into account
before we naively apply this transformation.
3.2 Justification
Although the speed increase of a single-layer analysis is desirable, the principle reason
for using this technique is that it is sensitive to much lower PT particles than tracklet
analysis.
The CMS beam pipe (vacuum chambers) are constructed from beryllium for its
high interaction length (20 times more transparent than steel because of its low elec-
tron density) and high rigidity (50% stronger than steel). At the interaction point,
the pipe is 2.9 cm in radius and 1.3 mm thick. 132, 33]
With this geometry, we can estimate the energy needed for pions to reach the first
-ri
pixel layer of the tracker (r = 4.4 cm) to be
(qB(r/2))22m, (3.1)
where B = 4 T. Coupled with the energy loss in the beam pipe, we determine that
pions need - 10 MeV to reach the pixels. However to see a significant amount of
pions from a typical pp interaction, the number is closer to - 30 MeV.
Current tracklet reconstruction algorithms are only sensitive to particles with
PT > 1 GeV/c 2 , implying that CMS is blind to many low-pT particle tracks. However,
the single layer pixel analysis is sensitive down to 30 MeV. This analysis represents a
giant leap in efficiency over counting particle tracks.
3.3 CMSSW Analysis Package
The heart of the event generator employed in the following studies is PYTHIA [34],
version 6.227 (22 Nov 2004) in conjunction with GEANT4 4-08-01-patch-02 (10 Nov
2006) simulation package under the umbrella of CMSSW version 1.3.1 (and for some
sections, 1.3.2, a minor revision).
3.3.1 Generation, Simulation, Reconstruction
Event generation is often segmented into three distinct parts (with unfortunate, am-
biguous naming conventions): generation, simulation, and reconstruction, which are
sometimes shortened to GEN-SIM-RECO.
Generation traditionally refers to the code which handles the strong interaction
model - the pp collision itself. In CMSSW, generation is handled by PYTHIA. The
PYTHIA generator employs the Lund string fragmentation model (as described in
Sec. 1.2) to simulate strong interactions at the heart of LHC physics1 . For our param-
'It is probably unfair to simply refer to PYTHIA as an event generator. PYTHIA is a highly-
customizable framework capable of modeling hundreds of types of interactions and processes, in-
cluding those that are only speculative at this time (for example, the Higgs mechanism). It was
originally written in the late 1970s, even when the Lund string fragmentation model itself was in its
infancy. As such, it contains a wealth of original research. PYTHIA is one of the most widely used
eter set, we use the standard CMSSW "Tune DWT", as described in App. A.2 and
employed in both the Computing, Software, and Analysis Challenge 2006 (CSA06)
and the Spring 2007 Generation. The suggested tunes are constantly being revised to
better account for previous data, and care should be taken to use the latest versions
2as suggested by the Minimum Bias / Underlying Event (MBUE) group..
Simulation refers to the subroutines which take the particles generated at the pri-
mary interaction vertex and step their tracks through the detector volume. CMSSW
employs GEANT4 ("Geometry and Tracking") for these tasks, another tried-and-true
program which has been in usage since the late 1970s. Simulation primarily consists
of mimicking low-energy processes such as energy loss and ionization, as well as the
detector response to the particles. GEANT4 also simulates the decays of short-lived
particles (Ks, KL, and A).
Reconstruction is performed using "in-house" code written specifically for CMSSW.
It takes place in two steps: local reconstruction and global reconstruction. In tracker
local reconstruction, for example, individual pixels recording hits are combined to-
gether into "clusters" which are then associated with reconstructed hits. Similar
processes take place in the calorimeters and the muon chambers. Global tracker re-
construction combines reconstructed pixel hits across multiple detector layers to form
"tracklets". Global reconstruction also includes the formation of high-level recon-
structed particle objects, which have references to reconstructed objects across many
CMS subdetectors.
3.3.2 Event Data Model (EDM) Structure
CMSSW is an analysis framework that was rapidly developed for the CMS collabo-
ration in 20051. It was born of the the old ORCA software framework, which after
many years of development was deemed insufficient. The overall development goal for
event generators in the high-energy physics community today.2 For example, see http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confld=16052 and Rick
Field's work.
3CMSSW is primarily documented in online workbooks.
https://twiki. cern. ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/WorkBook and https //twiki. cern. ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/SWGuid
are two good references.
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Figure 3-3: Example of what is stored in an output ROOT file generated in cmsRun.
CMSSW was to create a uniform scheme for collaborators to easily implement and
deploy their own physics analyses. It uses a single executable, cmsRun, which takes a
configuration file as an argument. The configuration file designates the data source
files, which analysis modules to run and their order, and the desired output. The
cmsRun executable is used for all CMS analysis - both Monte Carlo generation and
real data - over the entire GEN-SIM-RECO chain. The entire package is maintained in
a single CVS repository with modules implemented as SEAL plug-ins.
At the heart of the CMSSW framework is the Event Data Model (EDM). The
EDM uses a C++ object called an Event to store all data associated with a physics
event, combined with an EventSetup object which contains persistent data such as
detector alignment and run information. All this data is stored in tree-browsable
ROOT files which can serve as input to other analysis modules.
Users are free to perform their analysis in a number of ways. In the most simplistic
method, "bare ROOT" analysis, users simply create histograms from data "leaves"
in the output ROOT file. If this is insufficient, one can also load the basic CMSSW
object library into ROOT and instantiate objects (such as reconstructed hits and
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Figure 3-4: Schematic of the event data model (EDM) at the heart of CMSSW.
Data is stored in two object types: Event objects, and persistent EventSetup objects.
tracks) and use some of their basic functionality. The most robust analysis techniques
involve designing analyzers which can be called using cmsRun.
3.3.3 Linking Between GEN-SIM-RECO Objects
In this analysis, it was particularly important to connect objects across the entire
reconstruction chain (GEN-SIM-RECO) in order to gain information about which hits
and tracks should be excluded from the measurement. Two useful utility classes made
this analysis possible. First, the TrackingTruthProducer package linked generated
particle objects from PYTHIA to simulated tracks and hits in GEANT4. Second, the
TrackerHitAssociator linked simulated data from GEANT4 to local reconstructed
objects generated by CMSSW. In this analysis, it was critical to have the ability to
examine tracks on a particle-by-particle basis, for example, in finding hits which were
due to particles looping through the detector volume and which were due to decay
products of short-lived particles.
3.4 Charged Particle Tracking and Vertex Recon-
struction
Although we will not count charged particle tracks to make our multiplicity measure-
ment, charged particle tracking is an important part of our analysis, particularly for
primary vertex reconstruction. The pixel tracker is well-suited for charged particle
tracking due to its high, three-dimensional spatial resolution. Having three hits per
track is ideal for high efficiency reconstruction with low fake rates.
The "standard" track reconstruction in the pixel tracker (used primarily in the
high-level trigger HLT algorithms) first searches for hit pairs across two layers. Build-
ing tracks from hit pairs result in efficiencies of approximately 99.6%, but with rel-
atively high fake rates. One can also search for a third hit in the last pixel layer,
completing a pixel triplet. Triplets are much cleaner than hit pairs (upwards of 80%
and even approaching 100% purity) while sacrificing about 10% efficiency 4. [35]
Typically, charged particle tracks can only be reconstructed for particles with
PT> 1 GeV/c. However, recent developments in charged particle tracking algorithms
have made it possible to track particles with approximately an order of magnitude
less momenta, down to - 0.1 GeV/c. In the standard track reconstruction, to find
pixel triplets, one makes a straight-line prediction to find the third hit. Of course,
this is only suited for high PT particles. However, using the technique of "limiting
circles", one can produce a more accurate helical prediction to find the third hit, as
illustrated in Fig. 3-5. To filter out unwanted background, one requires that tracks
originate from a cylinder of origin. Next, one can use pixel cluster shape information
to eliminate fake tracks. With this modified algorithm, one can acquire efficiencies of
90% for hit triplets at momenta as low as 0.3 GeV/c for pions, kaons, and protons.
Using the shape information, the fake rates are lower than 1% at momenta higher
than 0.16 GeV/c. Details on the algorithm can be found in Ref. [36, 37].
The success of the charged multiplicity analysis is highly dependent on good vertex
4 Efficiency is defined as the ratio of reconstructed tracks to all tracks which left hits in the pixel
tracker. Purity is the ratio of real tracks to reconstructed tracks, and 1 - purity is the fake rate.
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Figure 3-5: Schematic for the method of limiting circles. All tracks are constrained
to originate from the cylinder of origin. One then takes a hit pair and extrapolates
extreme helicies to the third detector layer. For a real track, there should be a recon-
structed hit between the extreme helicies. One then uses cluster shape information
to remove fakes.
reconstruction. In order to accurately determine the pseudorapidity distributions of
charged particles, one must correct for the relative position of the primary vertex
in the interaction region. One can think of it as if the primary vertex is stationary,
but the tracker is shifted, measuring different rapidity ranges. The pixel vertexing
algorithms are quick (- 0.7 ms / event) and efficient, and represent a perfect match for
our fast technique for measuring the charged multiplicity. There are two successful
algorithms for generating the primary vertex from pixel tracks: a histogramming
algorithm and a divisive algorithm. The histogramming method iteratively combines
close tracks to find primary vertex candidates. The divisive algorithm divides the
barrel volume into regions separated by large gaps which contain no tracks. It then
iterates through by removing outlying tracks from those regions to generate primary
vertex candidates. In these algorithms, only tracks with PT > 1 GeV/c are used.
The candidates are then sorted by the E pT of its constituent tracks, the highest
corresponding to the primary vertex. Typically, the primary vertex is constructed
with resolution of 100 pm. [351
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Figure 3-6: Some aspects of vertex reconstruction illustrated. On the left is the
primary vertex reconstruction efficiency as a function of Nrh in the Ij < 2.0 region.
When Neh > 12, the efficiency is over 90%. The right plot shows the reconstructed
vertex resolution, with az = 95.4 pm.
In our work, we found that for the DWT Tune without any event selection, ap-
proximately 64% of events have reconstructed primary vertices. However, for non-
diffractive events, - 82.5% of events have a reconstructed primary vertex. The pri-
mary vertex resolution for the DWT Tune was uz = 95.4 pm. Primary vertex re-
construction is highly dependent on the charged multiplicity within the pixel tracker
- for Neh > 12 in the 1r/ < 2.0 region, the efficiency is greater than 90%. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3-6. Vertex reconstruction is one of the key limiting factors in this
analysis, since it is directly linked with event acceptance.
3.5 Minimum Bias Event Trigger
As mentioned before, it is extremely important to specifically define minimum bias
events. In these studies, we employ an inclusive cross section which also encompasses
diffractive events. As such, our average multiplicities are lower than those in most
literature (for example, those in Ref. [3, 38]) which employ a non-diffractive cross
section. In our studies, dNch/drq7=o 4.3, while it is expected to be 6.11+ 0.29 from
Eq. 1.3. [38]
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Figure 3-7: Efficiency of the hypothetical minimum bias trigger using the HF tower
cutoff. Although this study was performed with the same inclusive cross section, it
uses an older tune (not the DWT which the rest of this report is based on). [3]
Events are selected by the minimum bias trigger, which is the subject of intense
study. Requirements for the minimum bias trigger include 1) high speed, 2) high
acceptance, and 3) good rejection of statistical fluctuations in the detector. A strong
candidate for the pp minimum bias trigger was recently put forth by the heavy ion
group in the CMS collaboration. They suggest using the amount of energy and
transverse energy deposited in the forward hadronic calorimetry (HF) in the 3.0 <
177 < 5.0 region as a trigger. By requiring greater than 10 towers with E > 1.4 GeV
in both the negative and positive HF, an efficiency of > 90% can be obtained (as in
Fig. 3-7). Should background levels be higher than initially expended, the number of
required towers can be increased at the expense of efficiency. The heavy ion group
also experimented with ET cutoffs as well, but this resulted in much lower efficiencies.
[3]
3.6 coshr Hit Cut
In minimum bias pp events, the of amount reconstructed hits due to primary particles
is comparable to the background signal (- 3 : 1). As such, it becomes critical to
differentiate between primary hits and backgrounds hits whenever possible. One
acceptable method is examining the charge deposited in the clusters versus their
relative position from the primary vertex, q. Particles traveling at more extreme
angles deposit more charge in the tracker due to their higher angles of incidence. A
simple geometric calculation shows that the charge deposited by primary particles
goes like cosh y (a rigorous derivation is given in App. A.1).
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Figure 3-8: A colorful comparison of the deposited charge vs. pseudorapdity for re-
constructed hits in the first pixel barrel layer. The periodic "band" structure that
arises is due to pixel readout overflow. Top Left) Hits arising from primary particles,
demonstrating a strong cosh 7 correlation; Top Right) Hits from background pro-
cesses, including statistical fluctuations in the detector and ionized particles; Bottom
Left) "Looper" hits from particles which left more than one reconstructed hit in the
same layer; and Bottom Right) hits arising from the daughters of short-lived particles
(Ks, KL, and A). By cutting hits with low deposited charge and high pseudorapid-
ity, we can clearly improve our transformation function and measurement without
affecting the majority of primary hits.
Hits from background processes, however, tend to deposit low amounts of charge
with no relationship to pseudorapidity. It is also desirable to remove hits due to low-
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S -2 0 2
PT particles continually looping through the detector volume, which also contribute
to the low charge background band. Finally, hits from the daughter products of
short-lived Ks, KL, and A particles should be removed, since they were not part of
the original charged multiplicity. The amount of deposited charge vs. psuedorapidity
is plotted in Fig. 3-8 for primary, background, looping, and "daughter" processes.
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Figure 3-9: Total cluster charge vs. pseudorapidity for reconstructed hits in the first
layer of the pixel barrel tracker. By cutting all hits with total ADC / cosh •_ 134,
one can remove many hits from detector background and looping low-pT particles.
An example of the cosh ? cut with a primary vertex z = 0 cm is plotted in Fig. 3-9,
before and after the cut. After optimizing our cut to maximize the ratio of primary
hits to all hits, it was determined that it is best to remove all hits with total ADC /
cosh < • 134. Removing these hits (e 23.0%) improves the ratio of primary hits to
all hits by ; 8%. The majority of these hits, as expected, take place at large 77 and
low total charge.
These cuts are extremely sensitive to the location of the primary vertex. As de-
scribed in the appendix, the "cosh i band" 7 dependence changes for smeared primary
vertices locations due to the non-linear nature of pseudorapidity. A generalized re-
lation is derived in the appendix and plotted in Fig. 3-10a. However, it is easier to
perform a geometrical correction to 77 based on the primary vertex location, a trans-
formation easily executed by CMSSW. When the primary vertex is off-center, it is
as if the tracker has. been shifted over and now covers a different rapidity range, as
plotted in Fig. 3-10b.
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Figure 3-10: The cosh q cut with the primary vertex fixed at z = 12 cm. a) first, using
the complex relation derived in App. A.1, and b) using the pseudorapidity corrected
for the primary vertex.
3.7 Calculation of Transformation Function
The transformation function is simply the average distribution of Monte Carlo tracks
(Fig. 1-7) divided by the average distribution of reconstructed hits, corrected for the
primary vertex location (as in Fig. 3-10b). Two examples are given in Fig. 3-11.
A ideal transformation function (in a detector where 1 hit always corresponds to
one particle) would be flat and equal to 1. Our transformation function has jagged
spikes due to well-understood, geometrical dead sections in the detector. For the
transformation function that does not use the cosh r cut, it bows up in the middle.
This is because of the high concentration of background hits in the high rapidity
regions of the tracker. When the cosh r cut is applied, many background hits at
high rapidity are removed, and the transformation moves much closer to the ideal
transformation of unity.
The transformation function is highly dependent on the position of the primary
vertex. The number of deposited hits is - the number of tracks, thus, if primary
vertex position is off center, the event exhibits an asymmetrical distribution of hits.
As such, we created 'binned' transformation functions for different primary vertices.
We assume symmetry in z, and throw out all events with primary vertices Izi > 10 cm
2ouz. To create our transformation functions, we ran 10000 events with no vertex
smearing from 0 cm to 10 cm at 1 cm increments.
Pseudorapidity [i]
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We then apply these transformation functions on an event-by-event level. By us-
ing the reconstructed vertex with resolution 100 jm (Sec. 3.4), we can create a better
transformation than the simple 1 cm resolution binning. To do so, we linearly inter-
polate between the two nearest transformation functions, weighting by the location
of the primary vertex. With event-by-event Nh information, we can learn much more
about the distribution of processes and events.
Using our GEN-SIM-RECO linking, we can connect the decays of daughter particles
to their parent particles. Thus, we can directly measure the number of hits arising
from short-lived particles. Approximately 2% of hits in the first layer of the pixel
tracker are attributed to tracks from the decays of short-lived particles. The deposited
charge vs. qj distribution is given in Fig. 3-8. In this analysis, we effectively treat the
daughter particles as background, and they are factored out in some multiplicative
constant to the transformation function. By far, Ks make the largest contribution to
daughter hits, A next, while KL hardly make any contribution.
For these functions, we can generate enough events for the error to go to zero.
With 10000 events, the functions become sufficiently smooth (as can be seen in the
examples).
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Figure 3-11: Transformation function for the reconstructed vertex at 0 cm and 10
cm. The black line represents the transformation before the cosh 7 cut, while the
red line is the transformation function including it. When including the cosh 7 cut,
the transformation (especially at large 77) is much closer to unity. Since the cosh
cut eliminates many background hits for high eta, there is much closer to a 1 : 1
relation between pixel hits and particles when using it. At 7 = 0, since the cosh
cut barely removes any particles in that region, the transformation function changes
only slightly in that region.
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Figure 3-12: Correlation between total number of hits in the first layer of the pixel
tracker and number of hits there due to Ks decay. Most of the hit contribution from
short-lived particle daughters come from Ks decay products, but this is automatically
treated as background in our transformation function.

Chapter 4
Results and Conclusions
4.1 Measurements
4.1.1 Charged Multiplicity Distributions
Figures 4-1 and Fig. 4-2 show the results of the measurement on 24000 minimum bias
events using the cosh 77 cut. Only 15229 of events qualified for selection by having a
reconstructed vertex, and from those, 14387 had jzpriml < 10.0 cm in order for it to
be selected for our measurement.
Our goal was to acquire the best estimate of the charged multiplicity of single
events. To do so, we multiplied the interpolated transformation functions by the
reconstructed hit distributions of individual interactions. Since this is a statistical
best estimate of an event's charged multiplicity, we do not restrict it to be integer
valued.
Clearly, the hit counting method for estimating multiplicity performs best in the
mid-multiplicity range for both 7 regions. For the lowest multiplicities, the back-
ground approaches the same level as the event, which badly smears our estimate.
This is particularly challenging for the |7| < 0.5 range where the cosh 7 cut cannot
differentiate well between background hits and primary hits. In the 1771 < 0.5 range,
(Nch) for all events was 4.24, while for our selected events it was 6.28 (biased upward
in favor of events with reconstructed primary vertices). Our technique measured
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Figure 4-1: Multiplicity distribution for truth, accepted, and measurement using
a cosh r cut. Accepted events had (Neh) = 6.28, and the hit counting technique
measured 6.35 ± 0.08. The error in the measurement improves with 1//Nv t. The
statistics shown here would take approximately an hour for the LHC to reproduce at
5Hz.
(Nch) to be 6.35 ± 0.08. For the jIj < 2.0 range, (NCh) for all events was 17.77, while
accepted events had 26.16. The technique estimated (Neh) to be 26.13 ± 0.27.
For the actual charged multiplicity measurement in CMS, it may be best to cre-
ate a hybrid algorithm which takes advantage of benefits in tracklet analysis and hit
counting methods. Tracklet analysis performs quickly and reliably at low multiplic-
ities when there are few hit combinations to search. With higher numbers of hits,
however, the number of track seeds increases, extending the algorithm's duration and
reducing its reliability. However, as evidenced by these plots, hit counting performs
best at high multiplicities, without any speed loss.
The largest challenge facing this measurement is the reliability of the vertex re-
construction algorithm. Our measurement can well-approximate the Neh distribution
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Figure 4-2: Multiplicity distribution for truth, accepted, and measurement using
a coshq cut for I|I < 2.0. Accepted events had (Neh) = 26.16, while the hit
count method measured 26.13 ± 0.27. The error in the measurement improves with
1/lIN-t. The statistics shown here would take approximately an hour for the LHC
to reproduce at 5Hz.
of selected events, however, the selection process itself significantly biases the mea-
surement upward. For higher multiplicity (NAh > 5 for iq < 0.5 and Neh > 15
for 1771 < 2.0), the efficiency of selection approaches unity. Perhaps one would be
able to use the shape information of this curve to reconstruct the lost events at low
multiplicity.
4.1.2 Charged Particle r, Distribution
We measured the dNch/d I distribution as well. Again, our selection by reconstructed
vertex significantly biases the measurement. For all events, dNch/d?1,7=o = 4.24, while
for our selected events dNch/d/I,7=o = 6.28. We measure dNch/d7l,7=o = 6.36 ± 0.13.
The error for this measurement is similar to that of the Nch distribution, in that we
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Figure 4-3: Charged particle q distribution. For all events, the plateau at q = 0 is
at 4.24, however, for selected events, it is 6.28. Using the hit counting technique, we
measure 6.36 - 0.13. Effectively, we are measuring (Nh) in small bins, and the error
is very similar to that of the (Nh) distribution in that it improves with 1/•- .
are measuring the (Nh) of small bins, such that the error is primarily statistical.
4.1.3 Systematic Error
Systematic error represents uncertainties in our understanding of the pixel tracker.
The two factors which will dominate systematic error in this measurement are uncer-
tainty in the 1) detector noise and efficiency and 2) the accuracy of the Monte Carlo
simulations in predicting the amount of background.
For example, let's assume that in the actual experiment the background level is
20% higher than in the simulation. The average transformation after our cosh r cut
says that there are - 0.9 tracks per reconstructed hit. If we take the expected - 3 :
1 signal to background ratio --+ - 3 : 1.2, our average (Neh) will be biased upward,
1
at worst, by - 5%.
To estimate background levels in the actual experiment, we should be able to use
information from the pseudorapidity vs. deposited charge distribution. By examining
the low-charge hit band (as seen in Fig. 3-8b), one can tune the Monte Carlo to better
fit the observed background rates. To determine information about statistical fluctu-
ations in the detector, one could take tracker measurements after it is commissioned
while the LHC beams are not running.
The bias from systematic error is best estimated from experimental data. Since
this work is all in simulation, our best pathway to examine systematic error is to
look at similar experiments such as PHOBOS. PHOBOS estimated - 10% - 20%
systematic errors in their measurements for d+Au collisions, which will be comparable
to our measurement. [39]
4.2 Model and Monte Carlo Tuning
In the introduction, we gave an empirical relation between dNeh/dl,=o and V from
[22]. Extrapolating this relation to LHC energies of y/ = 14 TeV, we expect to
see dNch/dq•o=o = 6.11 + 0.29. [38] Thus, experimenters have only a vague idea of
the multiplicities expected at this energy, nearly an order of magnitude greater than
the highest measurement at CDF. Clearly, the charged multiplicity measurement at
=
V 14 TeV will have a huge impact on our understanding of basic tenants of the
strong force. It will bolster a few hydrodynamic and fragmentations models which
accurately predicted LHC charged particle production rates.
Not only will this measurement help distinguish successful charged particle pro-
duction models, but it will also help CMS calibrate their Monte Carlo simulations
to better fit the observed data. With the charged multiplicity measurement, exper-
imenters will be able to correct for systematic errors and better understand aspects
of the detector. A good example of Monte Carlo tuning in CDF can be found in
Ref. [40]. The PYTHIA card used for the simulations in this report, the "Tune DWT",
is described in detail in Sec. A.2.

Chapter 5
Future Extensions of the
Measurement Technique
5.1 Application to Heavy-Ion Events
This work is rooted in Chadd Smith's 2003 study on charged multiplicity measure-
ments in heavy-ion collisions. [30] The attraction to employing single-layer analysis
over traditional "tracklet" analysis is the speed of the algorithm. In hard pp pro-
cesses which generate large multiplicities, road search algorithms take substantially
longer to run than this technique. In central heavy-ion events generating upwards
of P 15000 to 30000 charged particles, the speed advantage is exponential. A quick
charged-multiplicity estimator like this could be useful in elements such as the high-
level trigger (HLT).
Similar studies have also been performed in the ALICE collaboration [31]. They
note that this method, when used for heavy-ion collisions, does not suffer as heavily
from statistical fluctuations in background as in pp processes. Also, with large heavy-
ion multiplicities, vertex determination is much easier.
In the future, as Smith suggests, perhaps a simple version of this algorithm could
be implemented into CMSSW. However, careful considerations would need to be
taken, as particle multiplicities are highly dependent on specific Monte Carlo settings.
5.2 Addition of Pile Up
An additional consideration for the implementation of this method will be studying
the effect of pile-up. The commissioning of the 7 TeV LHC beams will take place
in four stages, during which the luminosity will gradually ramp up to the design
value of 1034 cm- 2 S- 1 . At maximum, on average, there will be 19.3 events per bunch
crossing. [41] It will be very important to understand the statistics governing multiple
interactions per crossing when we are concerned with understanding the underlying
event. Fortunately, most of the early runs of the LHC at 14 TeV will be at much
lower average events per bunch crossing. However, these will still be governed by
Poisson statistics, and subject to variances therein.
For example, we might naively expect that when the number of collisions per
crossing, C, averages to one, our measurement is "safe". According to the Poisson
distribution, the probability of having k collisions in a bunch crossing is given by
p(C) = Ace-A/C! where A = E(X) = 1. Thus, 1 - 2e - 1 = 26.4% of events will have
more than 1 event per crossing, a very significant amount! The number of vertices
we will reconstruct, V, will go like a binomial distribution,
p(VIC) = CV  (1 - p)C-V. (5.1)
v is given by our most optimistic vertex reconstruction for minimum bias events
from Sec. 3.4, p =82.46%. The results for p(C) and p(VIC) are given in Tab. 5.1.
Using Bayes' rule, we find the probability of having C collisions given one recon-
structed primary vertex, p(CIV = 1). Results can be found in Tab. 5.2.
Obviously, having 15% of the events correspond to more than one collision is
unacceptable. Thus, when performing the measurement, the experimenter will need
to make a conscious effort to ensure that he is, in fact, looking at a single event. There
are many possible strategies to do this. For example, in an ideal vertex construction
algorithm, there would be a 1 : 1 correspondence between reconstructed primary
vertices and collisions. The more efficient the reconstruction algorithm, the better
the measurement. One might also search for other methods of distinguishing multiple
Table 5.1: The first two columns give the probability of having C collisions if the
average number of collisions per crossing is 1. The last six columns give the probability
of having V reconstructed vertices given C collisions, p(VIC).
Collisions, C
Rec. Vtx., V
0
1
2
3
4
5
>5
p(C)
36.8%
36.8%
18.4%
6.1%
1.5%
0.3%
0.06%
# of Reconstructed Vertices, p(VIC)
0 1 2 3 4
17.5%
3.1%
0.5%
0.1%
82.5%
28.9%
7.6%
1.8%
0.4%
68.0%
35.8%
12.5%
3.7%
56.1%
39.3%
17.2%
46.2%
40.5% 38.1%
Table 5.2: The probability of C
(V = 1), p(CIV = 1).
collisions given one reconstructed primary vertex
p(CIV = 1)
83.9%
14.7%
1.3%
< 0.1%
interactions using the shape of the pixel hits for example, or by examining the hits
not associated with tracks originating at the reconstructed vertex.
# of Collisions
1
2
3
>3

Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Reconstructed Hit cosh r Cut
The amount of energy deposited by charged particles traversing thin materials, Ed,
is proportional to the thickness of the material. The deposited energy can be related
to the incidence angle 0 and the transverse energy Et by
sin 0 = Et/Ed oc Ed 1. (A.1)
The inverse relation for pseudo-rapidity tells us that 0 = 2 tan- 1 e- 7, thus,
sin (2 tan- 1 e- ') cx Ed1. (A.2)
Applying a few trigonometric identities yields the desired relation,
cosh 7 oc Ed. (A.3)
Thus, for hits originating from "primary" particles (those originating from the
primary interaction vertex) of relatively high energy, we expect the amount of charge
deposited in the detector to be proportional to the position of the hit, cosh 7.
OReconstructed
Hit
z z
u= 0cm Primary
= 5. cm Vertex
Figure A-1: Most pp collisions don't take place at (0, 0, 0) in the global CMS detector
coordinate system. While uo = ay = 0.0015 cm, az = 5.3 cm, meaning that 32%
of events take place at Izj > 5.3 cm. The distribution of charge in the reconstructed
hits of an event follow ADC c cosh 7', but we observe the distribution with respect
to the global coordinates, q. In this section, we find an analytical formula for the
ADC band with a smeared primary vertex.
A.1.1 Generalization for Primary Vertex Smearing
When the primary vertex is centered at (0, 0, 0) in the global CMS detector coordinate
system, we observe the cosh 7 band in pseudo-rapidity - ADC count space. However,
when the primary vertex is off center (the standard deviation, az = 5.3 cm), the band
becomes skewed.
We begin by setting
R ___
tan 0 = -R tan 0'= R (A.4)
Z Z - zo
where R is the radius of the innermost layer of the pixel tracker, z0 is the location of
the hit, 0 is the polar angle of the hit taken from the origin, and 6' is the polar angle
of the hit taken from the primary vertex. Thus, 0' in terms of 0 is
= tan-1  R. (A.5)
R/ tan 0 - zo
56
The deposited charge follows the relationship ADC oc cosh j' = cosh (- In (tan 0'/2)),
which can be simplified by trigonometric identities to ADC oc csc 0'. Using our pre-
viously derived relationship between 0' and 0, we see that
ADC oc csctan- 1 (R/ta (A.6)RI tan 0 - zo
Finally, we substitute in 0 = 2 tan- 1 e-, and using the relationship tan (2 tan- 1 e- z) =
1/ sinh z, we derive our final fitting function
ADC oc csc tan- ' (Rsin - (A.7)Rsinh 77 - zo
A.2 Pythia Simulation Card
For pp collisions, CMSSW employs the PYTHIA simulation model. For our work, we
used the so-called "Tune DWT" CMSSW Minimum Bias parameter set as employed
in the Computing, Software, and Analysis challenge (CSAO6) and spring 2007 pro-
duction. [23] PYTHIA tunes are the subject of intense scrutiny, and are constantly
revised to best fit with historical data. A description of the "Tune DWT" is given in
Tables A.1 and A.2.
Table A.1: "Tune DWT" CMSSW minimum bias PYTHIA card. Can be found in
CMSSW package at IOMC/GeneratorInterface/data/PythiaSourceMinBias. cfi.
PYTHIA Call I Description
MSEL=0O User defined process
PMAS(5,1)=4.8 Bottom quark mass
PMAS(6,1)=172.3 Top quark mass
Hard QCD Process
MSUB(11)=1 fif3  fiff
MSUB(12)=1 ff2 --+ fkf
MSUB(13)=1 fifi -- gg
MSUB(28)=1 fig --+ fig
MSUB(53)=1 gg fkfk
MSUB(68)=1 gg -*gg
Soft QCD Process (Minimum Bias)
MSUB(92)=1
MSUB(93) =1
MSUB (94)= 1.
MSUB(95)=1
single diffraction (XB)
single diffraction (AX)
double diffraction
low-p 1 production
Table A.2: Continuation from Tab. A.1 of "Tune DWT" CMSSW minimum bias
PYTHIA card.
PYTHIA Call
MSTJ(11)=3
MSTJ(22)=2
PARJ(71)=10
MSTP(2)=1
MSTP(33) =0
MSTP(51) =7
MSTP(81)=1
MSTP(82)=4
MSTU(21)=1
PARP(82) =
1.9409
PARP(89)=1960
PARP(83)=0.5;
PARP (84) =0.4
PARP (90)=0. 16
PARP(67)=2.5
PARP(85)=1.0
PARP(86)=1.0
PARP(62)=1.25
PARP(64)=0.2
MSTP(91)=1
PARP(91)=2. 1
PARP(93)=15.0
Description
hybrid longitudinal fragmentation function
a particle is decayed only if its avg. prop. lifetime < PARJ (71)
maximum average proper lifetime cr for particles allowed to decay
(Ks, A, etc. are stable), but charm and bottom decay
first-order running for a8 hard interaction calculation in PYALPS
no K factors (K = 1) in hard cross sections for parton-parton
interactions
CTEQ 5L (leading order) for proton parton-distribution
master switch for multiple interactions on, old model
structure of multiple interactions given by varying impact param-
eter, hadronic matter overlap
parton/particle configurations are checked for possible errors dur-
ing program execution
regularization scale P±o of the transverse-momentum spectrum for
multiple interactions with MSTP(82) > 2, at the reference en-
ergy scale PARP(89), with the degree of energy rescaling given by
PARP (90)
reference energy scale at which PARP(81) and PARP(82) given the
PiJmin and P±io
parameters of the assumed matter overlap between the two collid-
ing hadrons
power of the energy-rescaling term of the Pimin and P±io
the Q2 scale of the hard scattering, defining the maximum parton
virtuality allowed in Q2-ordered space-like showers
probability that an additional interaction in the old multiple-
interaction formalism gives two gluons, with color connections to
'nearest neighbors' in momentum space
probability that an additional interaction in the old multiple-
interaction formalism gives two gluons, either as described in
PARP (85) or as a closed gluon loop; remaining fraction is supposed
to consist of quark-antiquark pairs
effective cut-off Q or k± value, below which space-like parton show-
ers are not evolved. Primarily intended for QCD showers in incom-
ing hadrons, but also applied to q -+ q-y branchings
in space-like parton-shower evolution the squared transverse mo-
mentum evolution scale kj is multiplied by PARP (64) for use as a
scale in a,
primordial k± distribution in hadron is Gaussian in nature; width
is PARP(91), upper cut-off PARP(93)
exp (-k 2/a 2 ) kjdkl, a = PARP(91) and (k2) = PARP(91)2
upper cut-off for primordial k± distribution inside hadron
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